
 
 
Writing a letter to the editor (LTE) of your local or regional newspaper is an effective and easy way to 

reach a large audience, including government officials and corporations, with your message.   Here’s 

why: 

 The editorial page is one of the most read pages in the paper 

 Congressional staffers monitor editorial page so they can keep a 'pulse' on issues of importance 

to their constituents 

 You can reach both a wide public audience and your elected officials with the same effort  

 They often influence news content when lots of letters on the same topic are written 

Here are some tips to help you write an effective letter and help get it placed: 

1. If possible, connect your letter to a recently published article.  (You are more likely to be 

published and some papers require it.)   Some papers print LTEs about a lack of coverage so if 

this is your concern, be sure to mention this.    

2. Include your credentials.  Why should someone listen to you about this particular topic?  If you 

are a mother of two small children you are certainly an expert on parental concerns about 

pipeline safety.   

3. If there is a specific legislator or corporation you are trying to influence, be sure to mention 

them using their full name in the letter.  If your letter includes a legislator’s name, in almost all 

cases staff will give him or her the letter to read personally. Corporations also monitor the 

media, especially in areas where they have offices or plants.  

4. Keep your letter short, focused, and interesting. In general, letters should be under 200 words, 

150 or less is best; stay focused on one (or, at the most, two) main point(sIf possible include 

interesting facts, relevant personal experience, and any local connections to the issue.  

5. Make it personal. Editors want letters in their papers to be original and from a reader. Be sure 

that you take the time to write the letter in your own voice and your own words.  

6. Advocate your cause and make a call to action. End your letter by explaining what you think 

needs to happen now.  

7. Follow-up with your legislator or corporation. Share your letter and a brief note with whomever 

you are trying to influence - this way you can be certain that the appropriate decision 

maker sees it. 

 
 


